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Sieving at Pages Close. See page 25. 
 

Foreword 
 

I grew up in Histon, opposite the Brook and the Green, which made a 
fascinating early playground. My parents, Ken and Dellas Oates, loved the 
village and its history. After a lifetime learning the local history of Histon 
and Impington from them and enjoying their enthusiasm, I was fortunate 
enough to spend two years back in the district studying the early formation 
of the villages as part of an Advanced Diploma in Historical Environment  
course in the Cambridge University Institute of Continuing Education under 
the supervision of Professor Susan Oosthuizen.  
 
I have been even more fortunate since then to be helped to form the 
Histon and Impington Archaeology Group and find some of the missing 
archaeological evidence of the development of the centre of the villages - 
especially to have been able to follow up my fascination with the formation 
and history of the Brook and the Green. 
 
This article shows how much  new information we have discovered about 
the history of our villages as a result of the Big Dig of 2016-17. 
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Chapter 1.   Introduction. 
 
Have you ever wondered what our villages were like in the Roman or 
Saxon periods?  
  
Both villages were probably already large and prosperous, being in a 
particularly favoured agricultural area. However, until the recent excavation 
of the Unwins Nursery site off Impington Lane there has never been any 
direct evidence from the built-up areas of the villages to show where any 
early settlements were. 
   
Did the Anglo-Saxons live on the high ground near the churches in Histon 
and Impington? Where did the Romano-British have their farmsteads 
before the land was overcome by the sluggish waters of the Fens? 
 
In such a flat area, techniques using LIDAR airborne radar data provided 
by the Environment Agency give a completely new perspective. Using its 
ability to measure small variations in the height of the land, we can see 
many hitherto unknown features of the landscape our forbears had to 
contend with - not least the knock-on effects when the Fenland flooding 
was at its worst, still an important consideration today.  
 
The most significant new discovery is of a huge flood plain, a hundred 
times larger than the present Histon Green. This boggy summer meadow 
separated Histon from Impington, explaining their development as two 
distinct villages, despite their closeness - see the green outline on the map 
on page 4 below. It contains the sites of six pubs and five chapels!   

Can we show that the Anglo-Saxons dug ditches to drain it and that 
settlement then spread from the high ground into the area of the Green 
and the High Street? Could we even perhaps begin to get some idea of 
when the Green was first formed? 

The basic technique for such investigations is to dig carefully excavated 
test pits one metre square to see what pottery and other remains can be 
found at different levels. Expert analysis will then show in which periods 
that site was settled and occupied.  
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Ordnance Survey Strategic map 1912. 

The green shape is the extensive flood plain between Histon and 
Impington which has now contracted to the present Histon Brook. 

The red line is the outline of the "old enclosures" of the village. This was 
the inhabited area when all the land outside it was formed into nine huge 
open fields, which lasted from about 1000 AD to the enclosure in 1806 AD. 
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Chapter 2.  Looking at the Lie of the Land. 
 
The map below uses LIDAR height data kindly supplied by Cambridgeshire 
Historic  Environment  Record and the Environment Agency.  
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Contour lines have been inserted at heights chosen so as to make the high 
ground, ridgeways and flood plains clearly visible. Each of the pieces of 
high ground near the present churches in Histon and Impington has a 
natural ridgeway connecting it to the south. These would form natural 
pathways through the forest in the Bronze Age and before, where early 
man would be able to watch for enemies and predators.   

Between the two ridgeway paths, inside the blue dashed line, lies the 
water catchment area of Histon Brook, incorporating the Green and South 
Meadow flood plains. The existence of this natural barrier of low-lying wet 
meadows - suitable for summer grazing but not for settlement  - accounts 
for the formation of the two separate communities of Histon and Impington 
relatively close together. 
 
As drainage and forest clearance had effect, the pathway through Histon 
divided into separate lower-lying branches, one to Westwick and the other 
along part of the present Gun’s Lane. This latter became the main “King’s 
Highway” to Ely after the construction of the Aldreth Causeway by William 
the Conqueror. 
 
The blue dashed outline of the water meadows also shows that the site of 
the original Impington village is on a natural raised peninsula with a good 
water supply for cattle – a very suitable place for early settlement. 
 
At an earlier period still, perhaps late Neolithic, after the end of the Ice Age 
and before the water level rose in the Wash and the North Sea, the natural 
line of Histon Brook may have been towards Landbeach in the north east, 
shown by the blue arrow. This is particularly suggested in the Environment 
Agency’s flood warning map, where the natural watercourses in that 
direction show a wider profile than artificial ones. 
 
During the period 1982 to 1999 the Cambridge Archaeological Field Group 
did extensive systematic field-walking in areas which had been part of two 
of the open fields of Histon in the Medieval period – Great Barrow Field 
and Home Field. They found clusters of pottery which identified the sites of 
farmsteads of the Bronze Age, Iron Age and Romano-British periods. 

These are marked B, I and R on the map. Aerial photographs also show 
images of this same activity. 
 

BIR is the Unwins Nursery excavation site of 2009, where ditches and 
finds were made from all three periods. 
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Chapter 3.   The Big Dig. 
 

The BIG DIG at Histon and Impington in 2016, continued into 2017, has 
been amazingly successful in revealing many interesting and unexpected 
facts about the settlement and early development of the villages. 
 
In total, fifty two test pits were dug, mostly in the gardens of people who 
were eager to find out the history of their houses and to get an insight into 
who had been their predecessors centuries and millennia before. 
 

   
 

Discovering the archaeology of a CORS - a currently occupied rural 
settlement - is notoriously difficult. In Histon and Impington in particular, 
the centres of the villages are now completely built over, leaving virtually 
none of the original fields available for possible excavation.  
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Previous investigations, using aerial photography and field walking, have 
given good indications of early settlement and use of the outlying fields. 
The challenge is to extend this knowledge to the interiors of the villages. 
 
The Histon and Impington Archaeology Group, HIAG, was started initially 
with the aid of the Histon and Impington Village Society and has 
subsequently continued as an independent group. Its first project was the 
Big Dig, modelled on the successful community archaeology projects run 
by Carenza Lewis of Time Team and her colleagues in Cambridge 
University's Access Cambridge Archaeology unit. We also benefitted from 
advice from leaders of other local groups and the Jigsaw Project run by 
Oxford Archaeology East and sponsored by an HLF grant. 
 

  
 

Following publicity using leaflets, posters and social media, four open 
evenings were held in the St Andrew's Centre in February 2016. The 
process of digging a test pit one metre square, going down in successive 
"contexts" of 100mm at a time, followed by sieving the soil and washing 
the finds was explained, as were the details of the types of pottery, worked 
flints and other objects it was hoped to find. Experienced local 
archaeologists were on hand to explain how they had carried out similar 
projects and to display some of the artefacts they had found.  
 
There was a good response from people attracted by the prospect of 
enjoying a summer social weekend having their family and friends round to 
explore the distant past of their back garden. Others volunteered to help 
where more hands were needed.  
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Especially important also during the excavation were the experienced 
archaeologists from other groups who very kindly came along to provide 
supervision, instruction and general encouragement as everyone bravely 
embarked on what was to most a completely unfamiliar process. 
 

   
 

Many expressed general appreciation of the social aspects of the 
occasion. It was very much an all-age event where all could participate and 
people enjoyed meeting up with both old and new friends. A major part of 
the activity is sieving the soil, so four or five people could sit round a pile of 
dirt happily chatting and enthusing when some object was found. Over 250 
people were involved in one way or another. 
 

   
 

Four digging weekends were held from May to August 2016. Twenty eight 
test pits were successfully excavated. Each weekend finished by bringing 
all the finds and equipment to a lively bring and share tea party at the St 
Audrey's Close Community Centre,  where professional archaeologists 
kindly came along to give an initial assessment of the finds.  
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The success of the project depended heavily on careful planning and the 
work of the Archaeology Group's committee members in storing, 
distributing and sorting out the equipment. We were grateful to be able to 
borrow equipment from groups who had purchased their own using 
Heritage Lottery Fund grants. 
 

   
 

Work continued in 2017 with more input from  Cambridge University's 
Access Cambridge Archaeology project who held one of their Independent 
Learning Archaeology Field Schools in Histon in March. This lasted two 
days and involved 50 year 9 children from five local secondary schools, 
with 15 adult supervisors. After an instruction session at their base in the 
Stable Room at Histon Church, they went to sites kindly provided by local 
people and dug a further 13 test pits in the neighbourhood. Five of the 
sites showed particular promise and were later dug deeper by local 
volunteers, producing good  finds from early periods.  
 

Helped by a small number of volunteers and members of other groups, a 
further eleven test pits were excavated by HIAG during the summer of 
2017. Many of them were on Barcroft, the set-aside field on the Abbey 
Farm estate. We are very grateful to Mrs Rowley and Mr Michael Rowley 
for their permission and their interest in the group's work. 
 
Update, January 2021.  The HIAG group has continued to flourish and 
grow. The test pit total is over 80 and work has extended to include field 
walking, geophysics, monthly talks, club nights and outings. Many young 
people have been introduced to archaeology through classes at Impington 
Village College and a large excavation of a medieval site in the college 
grounds is under way. See the HIAG  website. 
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Chapter 4.   Mesolithic 7000 - 4500 BC,  Neolithic 4500 - 2000 
BC,  Bronze Age 2000 - 500 BC, Iron Age 500 BC - 50 AD. 

 

From the start of agriculture in the Neolithic period up to the Anglo-Saxon, 
people lived on the land they farmed. Farmsteads were spread about the 
countryside. Some locations and find spots are shown on page 5. 
 

The earliest indication of human settlement is the Late Mesolithic flint 
blade found at Park Drive in Impington, which could be slotted into a stick 
to make a tooth of a reaping hook.  
 

      
 

Neolithic worked flints were found in Pages Close, with sharp cutting 
edges for a variety of tools. Flint scrapers were  found in several locations. 
 

 
 

 
 

The beautifully polished Bronze Age jadeite axe-head found in Histon in 
the early 1900s now has pride of place in the entrance to the Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthropology. 

 

    
        Jadeite Axe                             Bronze Age pottery 

Worked       
 tools          
                 Flint core 
                 for making 
                 small blades 
                           
Scrapers 
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There have been finds of Late Bronze Age pottery, identified by the 
inclusion of ground flint in the clay, in Pages Close and near Histon 
Church, as marked on page13.  
 

 
 

NW Cambridge in 100 BC. Painting by Simon Crowhurst. 
 (Outside the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology.) 

 

This round house is typical of the Bronze and Iron Ages. There are 
ringmarks of such houses in Home Field, towards Oakington, near the 
guided busway.  Ditches of these periods and later were found on the 
Unwins Nursery site in Impington. 
 

 

Drip gully of an 
Iron Age 

round house, 
intersected by a 
Romano-British 

ditch. 
 

Unwins Nursery 
site, 

Impington Lane. 
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Chapter 5.  The Romano-British period.  50 AD - 450 AD. 
 
Pottery from the Romano-British period was found in most parts of the 
village. The most exciting finds were two Roman coins found near Histon 
Church. These were "nummi" of the 4th century, low value coins minted in 
large quantities to pay the Roman soldiers.  The whole district may have 
been dedicated to producing food to feed the Roman army. 
 
Roman pottery was produced on a large scale and is characterised by 
being wheel-made and hard baked - much more permanent than the 
fragile fabrics of the Iron Age and early Saxon pottery. High-status Roman 
Samian ware has only been found at the Unwins Nursery site. 
 

 
 

The locations of Roman farmstead sites found to the north and west of the 
village by field-walking are shown on page 5. Across the county their 
spacing seems determined by the size of farm necessary for self-
sufficiency - or as laid down by "authority".  There is generally a settlement 
about every 1km or so in all directions. This appears to be the case here.  
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The concentration of Roman pottery in the test pit nearest to Abbey 
Farmhouse suggests that there was a farm there even in Roman times. 
 

 
 

 
 

Roman Horticulture: Feeding the Roman Army. 
NW Cambridge in 100 AD. By Simon Crowhurst. 

 
 

 

 
                                                                         Romano-British pottery 
 
 
Two notable absences of Roman material in the villages are in Pages 
Close and the lowest part of the Unwins Nursery site. These are on the 
edge of the big flood plain and, together with the darkness of the soil found 
deeper down there, provide evidence that the large dark green area was 
flooded or waterlogged in the Roman period. 

Nummus of Constantius 
 333-337 AD.  

 

Inscribed "FLA. JU. 
CONSTANTIUS NOB. 
C./GLORIA EXERC." 

 

(Flavius Julius Constantius 
Noble Caesar/To the Glory 

of the Army.) 
 

xxxxx 
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Chapter 6.    Early to Mid Anglo-Saxon.   450 - 850 AD. 
 
The end of the Roman Empire in about 450 AD shows very clearly in the 
changes in pottery manufacture. The mass production of fully-baked 
wheel-turned pottery gradually ceased, apparently as knowledge of the 
technology was lost. Potters then reverted tolocal manufacture of thick 
black hand-built vessels similar to those of the Iron Age.  Locations where 
this has been found are indicated in the map below. 
 

 
 

The concentration of pottery on the high ground near Histon Church, and 
some in Impington as well, shows they were well-established settlements 
by 600 AD, probably continuous from the Roman period. Place-names 
ending in "- ton", Anglo-Saxon "tun" or "town", usually date from this 
period, so the settlement at Histon is older than its name. 
 
Commercial pottery production resumed with Ipswich ware, made between 
720 AD and 850 AD. This is a valuable dating aid and sherds have been 
found at Abbey Farm and in Cottenham Road. 
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                      Decorated Early Anglo-Saxon                               Ipswich Ware  
 
 

                                                                                     
 
   

The place-name "Westwick" dates from this period,  meaning  “a 
subsidiary settlement to the west" - often a dairy farm. So where was the 
main settlement that it was to the west of? The map shows it would most 
likely be Histon.  In terms of driving cattle to and from the main settlement  
for milking, Histon would be found quite distant and Cottenham impossibly 
so - hence the formation of a separate settlement out in the fields. 
 
So in these early days before any written record, Westwick was part of  
Histon, increasing the importance and power of the local Lordship. The 
Lords of Histon from this time had control of the entire course of the 
present Histon Brook to the west. They would have the authority and 
manpower to construct and maintain a ditch to keep the Green drained, 
enabling settlement to move into the area round the edge of the Green. 
 
 

 
Handmade Anglo-Saxon 

pottery 450-700AD from Church 
Street Histon, showing 

the location of the early village 
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Chapter 7. Late Anglo-Saxon.  850-1100 AD. 
 

The pottery distribution map below shows us the two of the most profound 
and substantial changes seen by the villages.  
 
Occupation is even more concentrated on central areas, freeing-up the 
surrounding land to be cultivated communally as a system of "Open 
Fields". This remained more or less unchanged for nearly 1000 years until 
the enclosure of 1806. The villages became "nucleated" with  definite 
centres, where churches were subsequently built. 
 

 
 

The other change is the gradual spread of occupation into the dark green 
flood plain area. This shows that drainage had taken place by the end of 
this period and the reclaimed land enabled a larger population to be 
housed and supported, adding to the prosperity of the area.  
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From 850 to 1100AD the Ipswich pottery was wheel-turned and is known 
as Thetford ware. The other main pottery types of this period are St Neots 
ware, 900-1200AD, which contains finely crushed fossil shells and can 
have a purplish colour. Stamford ware, 850-1150 AD, was the first glazed 
pottery in England, with a thin translucent greenish glaze. 
 

           
 
 
 

 
 

Pottery from Park Drive on the edge of Impington Village College grounds. 
This assemblage contains early Saxon, Ipswich ware, medieval shelly 
ware and medieval sandy ware. It shows there was a well-established and 
long-lived settlement here between about 500 AD and 1400 AD. 
 

 
Thetford ware jug neck 

found near Histon Green 

 
Stamford ware 

 
St Neots ware 
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Chapter 8.    Medieval  Period.    1100 - 1400 AD. 
 

The pottery distribution diagram now shows that by this period the 
enclosed parts of the village were fully settled. Many of the "blank" test pits 
are in locations known to have been in the open fields. 
 

 

 
The many animal bones found  throughout the villages were examined by 
an osteoarchaeologist and identified by species as far as possible. His 
analysis was Sheep 42%, Pigs 24% and Cattle 14%. With such a high 
proportion of sheep, it is unsuprising that the area round Histon Green was 
known by the seventeenth century as "Loomes Town" and that wool 
production and weaving would have been a prominent local activity. There 
is still a weavers cottage by the Green with a loom shed attached. 
 
The  pottery of different ages from the sites near the Brook was found to 
be very much mixed together due to frequent cleaning out of the 
watercourse. This leads to a picture of the Histon Brook as having been for 
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centuries a rather churned-up stream with sheep, pigs and cattle 
wandering freely about and trampling down the banks to get water. 
 

       
 

The village men, according to their number of "works" owed to the Lord of 
the Manor would be required to clean out the ditches regularly - a process 
continued up to the present time. Indeed, if they didn't, not only would they 
be fined, but the centre of the village would once more be flooded. 

       
        Medieval Sandy Ware       Hertfordshire Grey Ware                Ely ware 
             1100 -- 1400 AD                 1170 - 1350 AD                   1150 - 1400 AD 
 

    

 

It would be usual by the thirteenth century 
for the Lord of the Manor to have a 
windmill.  Tenants were obliged to pay him 
to have their corn ground. Their hand-
querns were  made illegal and smashed. 
This broken piece of imported lava quern 
stone is a result of this 

Histon 
Green 

in 
1912 
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Chapter 9.  Late medieval to the Enclosure. 1400 - 1800 AD. 
 

Except in a few isolated communities,  the Black Death plague of 1348/9 
resulted in a vast reduction in the population. There were fewer men to 
work in the fields and fewer fields needed to feed the remaining population. 
We found 30 sites with 14th century pottery, but only 17 with 15th century, 
a possible decline of 43%, although it is not clear how representative our 
sites are. The Histon and Impington figures have been fed into an East 
Anglian survey of the effects of the Black Death.  
 
A further indication of population change is seen at Park Drive, in the 
former Impington Park estate, now occupied by Impington Village College. 
There is no pottery after about 1400 AD, despite long-term occupation 
before that. This suggests that the population was moved out, at or before 
the estate came into the Pepys family, perhaps "emparked" to make room 
for sheep. We will be looking for evidence that the people settled in the 
"Little Impington" area near the Baptist Church. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An important difference between the medieval and post-medieval periods 
is the introduction of glazed pottery, such as the examples above. 
 
The map below shows that by 1801 the area around the Green was fully 
occupied. The cottages are timber framed, with thatched roofs. The walls 
are made of clay-coated lath and plaster, made watertight with lime wash. 
Several date from the 17th century and may be older. There have been 
many losses due to fire and others have been altered or rebuilt. 

 

Metropolitan Slip Ware 
1600 - 1800 AD 

Frechen Stoneware 1550 - 1750 AD 
Imported from the Rhineland 
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The Green was much larger than the present one, stretching as far as 
School Hill. It appears to have been grazing land before the 17th century, 
when there was a comment - or complaint - that "a house has been built on 
the Common." This was probably the house labelled "R. Barker" in the 
map, which is timber-framed with a very old chimney. 
 

 
 

Part of the Pre-enclosure map of 1801. 
 

   

Clay pipes were introduced in the 
18th century. These ones come 
from an old well near the King Bill. 
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Chapter 10.  The Victorian and Modern periods. 1800 - 2000. 
 

In these later periods people had more possessions to leave behind.  
The amount and variety of china and pottery was very large and pieces of 
broken china were found in all the recently occupied sites. 
 

 
 

An attractive selection of  many delicate patterns of Victorian pottery. 
 
The most prolific source of other Victorian finds was a rubbish pit in Church 
Street, behind the house of a butcher, whose slaughterhouse still survives. 
We show a selection opposite. 
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                   Slate pencils                                     A lead model horse 
 

          
    Reassembling a Victorian creamer                 Butcher's bones 
 

This 1930s German doll from Mill Lane was identified from ebay, using 
 the reference number and Köppelsdorf name, as being Florence. 
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Chapter 11.  Questions for the future? 
 

We now have very detailed knowledge about the area near Histon Church, 
where there was a greater concentration of test pits. The map on page 19 
shows there are less well-covered areas where further test pits would add 
to our knowledge. The area around Impington Church goes back at least to 
Roman times and could have surprises. The Unwins Nursery excavation 
and finds near IVC show we may find Bronze or Iron Age occupation there. 
 
The area round the Baptist Church lies on the edge of the Green flood 
plain. Digging more pits there to find and date the sequences of pottery 
and darker soil will give us a more precise time scale for both the formation 
and the draining of the Green. 
 
The best information on the history of the Green so far comes from the test 
pit in Pages Close, marked by the large blue dot on page 13. It is stratified 
- in time-related layers - with Neolithic flints at the bottom and a sequence 
of Bronze Age, Saxon and Medieval going up, but no Roman.  
 
This encourages us to look for Bronze Age under  buried black soil from 
the flood plain and Saxon or later on the top after it was drained. Can we 
show the flooding was before the Roman period and the drainage after? 

 

Pottery & Lithics Finds (excluding modern.) Test Pit 16/12.  Pages Close. 

 

Neolith
ic 

worked 
flint 

4500-
2000 

BC 

Late Bronze 
Age/Early 
Iron Age               

1200-500 BC 

Early to Mid 
Saxon      450-

800 AD 

Stamford 
Ware          

900-1200 AD 

Thetford Ware        
900-1200 AD 

Medieval 
Sandy Ware 

1100-1400 AD 

Medieval 
Transitional Ware    

1400-1550 AD 

Cntxt No No Grams No Grams No Grams No Grams No Grams No Grams 

2          1 2   

3          1 3   

4      1 7 1 1     

5  1 6 1 4   1 1   2 23 

6    2 23         

7  4 28           

8 1             

9 2             

 
But, of course, a  scattering of test pits anywhere else will inevitably turn 
up surprises - that's how it all started.  All offers of sites welcome ! 
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Histon and Impington Archaeology Group 
 

The Committee of the Histon and Impington Archaeology Group 
thank warmly the 250 local volunteers who worked so hard to 
make the Big Dig possible, the 40 families who generously  offered 
their premises as test pit sites, and the members and leaders of 
the Groups listed below who so kindly helped and advised us.  
 

Access Cambridge Archaeology, Archaeology Cambridgeshire 
East, Cambridge Archaeological Field Group, CAMDIG, Fen Edge 

Archaeology Group, Hills Road Sixth Form College, Histon and 
Impington Village Society, Meldreth Local History Group, Orwell 

History Society, Oxford Archaeology East, Paul Clarkson, St Ives 
Archaeology Group, The Jigsaw Project. 

 
The HIAG Committee. 

 

Chairman                           Rob Noble 

Deputy Chairman               Arnold Fertig 

Secretary                           Jane Dean 

Deputy Secretary               Penny English 

Treasurer                           Richard Phillips 

Local Advisor             Eleanor Whitehead 
 

Committee Members 

Alan Eade, Phil Clements, Lynn Herriott,Roger Herriott, 

Steve Morris, David Oates, Alison Turnbull. 
 

Pottery Identification   Paul Blinkhorn 
 

Faunal Remains    Angelos Hadjikoumis 
 

Photographs kindly provided by 
Access Cambridge Archaeology, Cambridge News, Cambridge 
University Library,  Angela Lattimore, Rob Noble, Will Russell, 

Eleanor Whitehead  and the author. 
 
Published by Histon and Impington Archaeology Group 2018. 
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An ACA volunteer enjoying his discovery. 
 
 

 
 

Group photo placed in a time capsule for posterity. 
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Finding the Roman coin. 
 

 
 

Discovering 800 years of occupation at Park Drive. 


